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.The:purpose of this paper is to advance three propositions about

. the nature of_ peer relation& in racially-Mixed schools.' These

,propositions were derived.frai.an intensive threi year study of. peer

relations in one particular desegregated school. Thus, in one sense,'

they are little more*than hypotheses, the generality:of which reMainsoto

be demonstrated. Yet, tfiey are firmly grounded in the data generated by.

the atudy and are quite consistent with recent findingi from other,
.

studies of very different racially-mixed '.achools. MY purpose in

presenting these propositions is to, stiMulate further conceptual and

empirical work.on the nature of peer relations in.desegregated schools

and., more specifically, to suggest direciioni for iuch work which I

believe lead to its enrichment. Before proceeding to discuss the

- ,

three prOpositions which are the.focus of this

describe the researCh project fram which they

the nature of the school at Which the research

,research methodologyAmplued._

4

MethodOlogy

The Research Site: ,Wexler Middle School

..patoer, I will hriefly

emerged, focusing beth on

Was conducted and oli the

s

In choosing a'site foi the research; I adopted'a strategy that Cook'

and Campbell. (1976) have called generalizing target instances.. The:

aim was lot tO study what happen& in a- ",tAlicartdesegtegated_schopl, if

indeed such an entity exists. gather, it was td explore peer relations

under conditiOns that theory suggests should he relatively conduCive to

poidtive relations betWien hlacks and whites.: .
,
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Allport (1954) argues that intergroup contact may reinforce

previously hela stereotypes and increase intergroup hostility unless the

contact situation is structured in a way that provicies equal status for

minority and majority group members and strong institutional support for

positive'relations. Bence, he argued, equality of status in formal

roles is an important precondition to change. ,More recent w rk suggests

that equal status may be'neither an absolutely necessary prerequisite

nor a sufficient condition for change; .1awever, it does4appear to be

very.helpful (Amir, 1969, 1976; Cohen, 1975; Cohen, Lockheed & Lohman,

1976; Cook, 1978). Allport also held that an additional ingredient

necessary to improved intergroup relations was cooperation toward

shared, strongly desired goals. A rapidly growing body of research

suggeits that cooperation toward mutually desired goals is indeed

generally conducive to improved intergroup relations. (Aronson, Blaney,

Stephan, Sikes & Snapp, 1978; Ashmore, 1970; Cook, 1978; Sherif,

1979; Slavin, 1978; Worchel, 1979).

Wexler Middle School, which serves 1200 children in sixth through

eighth grade, was chosen for study because the decisions made in

planning for it suggested that it would came reasonably close to meeting

the conditions that Allport specified. The school's strong efforts to

provide a positive environment for interracial education can be

illustrated by examination of its staffing policy. The administration,

faculty and.staff of the school are biracial, with about 25 percent of

the faculty being black.- The top four administrative positions are

filled by two blacks and-two whites.
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The extent to which Wexler met the conditions specified by Allport

as conducive to the development of improved intergroup relations has

been discussed at length elsewhere (Schofield, 1982). Here, I shall

merely report the conclusion drawn in that discussionthat 14exler,

especially during its first year, came considerably closer to Meeting

Allport's criteria than most desegregated public schools. Yet, the

school fell seriously short of meeting these conditions in a number of

important ways, many of which were quite direct results of societal

conditions over which Wexler had little or no control. For example, in

spite of Wexler's commitment to a staffing pattern which would provide

equal formal status for blacks and whites, the proportion of black

tealhers on its staff was considerably lower than the proportion of

black students since the school system did not want to put too high a

-,

proportion of its black teachers in one school and the proportion of

l

.black teachers in the system was markedly lower than the pr portion of

black students in the system. In sum, Wexler made stron a r than usual -,

efforts to foster positive relations between blacks and whites, but,fell

Markedly short of being a theoretically ideal milieu for the

accomplishment of this goal.

Wexler is located in a lailge industrial northeastern city. Almost

half of the students enrolled in its public school system are black in

spite of the fact that blacks constitute only 20 percent of the city's

population. Wexler opened in the fall of 1975 with a racially balanced

student body which was almost precisely 50 percent black and 50 percent

wirt-Z A large majority of Wexler:s white students came from middle or

upper middle class homes. Although some of the black children were

middle class, the majority came from either poor or working class
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During its first year, Wexler dbtained its students through an open

enrollment . plan. Students were selected on a first-come, first-served

within quotas set to obtain a racially and sexually balanced

student body. In the school's second year, the open enrollment plan was

dropped and students from about a dozen elementary schools were requited

to engoll in Wexler when they entered sixth grade. By the time the

students who entered Wexler as silLh graders in 1975 graduated from the

eighth grade, the proportion of whites in th student bOdy had'droppdd

substantially and many individuals, both black and white, questioned'

whether the school was even coming close to fulfilling its early promise

(Schofield, 1978).

Data Gathering

.The analysis that follows is-based on an intensive study of peer

relations in the sixth and seventh grades at Wexler fedm its opening in

1975 to 1978. The, basic data-gathering strategy was intensive nd '

extensive observation in Wexler's classrooms, hallWays, playgrounds, and

cafeteria. Observers used the full.field note dethod for recording the' ,

events they witnessed (Olsen, 1976). A large number of events were

observed because they were representative of the events that filled most

of the school day at Wexler. However, an important subgr7up of events

wa over-sampled in relation tá their frequency, of occdrrance because of

their direct relevance to the study's focus. This strategy, which

Glaser- and Strauss (1976)., call k theoretical sampling, led to

. -

"over-sampling" certain activitits such a ffective education classes
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designed to help student& geeto know each other, meeting of Wexler's

interracial student advisory group set up to handle the special problems
_

students may face in a desegregated sChool, and health classes dealing

with sex education. Over the cOurse of the three-year study, more than

500 hours were devoted to obseryation of students and staff at Wexler.

A wide variety of' other data-gathering strategies ranging from

sociometric gueStionnaires to .experimental work were also used.

Interviews were employed extensively. For example', randomly selected

0

panels of students participated in open-4nded interviews twice a year.

Teachers and administrators were also, interviewed repeatedly. ta

addition, graffitti in the bathrooms and dn the school walls were

routinely recorded, school bulletins were collected and careful note was

taken of. such things as wall decorations and public address systei

announcements.

#.

Space does not allow a full discussion of the many vdried

techniques twhich were employed in collecting and analyzing the data on

which this paw is based. However, two general principles which guided

the research must be mentioned. First, both data,thering and analysis

c.mre xigorous and systematic as possible. For example, sampling

technicilles were semployed where appropriate; 'trained coders, who were

unaware of Ithe race and 'sex of particular respondents, ,coded typed

--
transcriptions of the open-ended interviews tieing reliable systgis

developed for this research; field notes were carefully indexed so that

all notes relevant to a given topic Could be examined, etc. second,

since it is often Ampossible to achieve extremely high levels of

precision and control in field research, strong effortswwere made to '
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triangulate the data (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz and Sechrget, 1966).

Great care was taken to gather matiy different types,of information

bearing on the same issue, to minimize the potential problems with each

data source and to be sensitive in analyzing and interpreting the data
,

to biases which could not be completely eliminated. The basic approach

used in the analysis of the qualitative data is outlined in worka such

as Barton and Lazarsfeld (1961-), Becker and Greer (1960), Campbell

(1975), and.,Glaser.and Strauss (1967). Fuller details on datagathering

and analysis are presented elsewhere as is information on the strategies

used to'minimize observer reactivity and bias (Schofield, 19R2).

Three Propositions About Intergroup Relations

This section of this paper -will be divided into three major,

subsectionS, one dealing with each of the propositions about peer .

relations in raciallymixed environments which emerged from the study

briefly described above. Each Of the subsections will preaent both a

proposition and some of the el/Vence on which that proposition is based.
4

The evidence presented is meant, to be illustrative rather than

conclusive since space does not pe it full examination of all -the

evidence generated by the study relevant to each point. ReadeTs will,

,however,, by provided wi'te information, on where a more detailed

exposition of such evidence is available.

Propsition 1: Racial Attitudes and Intergroup Behavior

la/ Simultaneously Change in Quite Different DireCtions
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The idea that attitude's and behavior are not as closely related as

common sense might leaa us to believe is hardly new. Discussions of

this fact have been prominent in the fields of sociology' and social

psychology for over two decade6 (Liska 1974; Schuman & Johnson 1976;

A

Wicker 1969). However, the phenomenon observed at Wexler was more

startling than the mere lack Of a strong positive correlation between

attitudes and behavior. Rather, the data suggest changes on one ,

\
dimension, behavior, which were in the opposite direction fram those

11.
.

occurring On the other presumably somewhat rated dimension. More

specifically, whereas intergroup behavior became notiCeably more

positive over time, racial stereotypes, especially those held by- white

children, appeared to intensify. Since both the'stereotypes held by the

students and their typical patterns of intergroup behavior were

influenced. to same extent by their -iaCe, for brevity' sake the

following discussion will focus heavily although not exclusively on

white students.

Decreasing avoidance and increasing acceptance of other-race peers:
1

One general conclusion which emerged fram analysis, of both the.

interviews and the 'observations at Wexler vas that a definite, but

relatively modest, improvement in relations between black and white

students occurred over time. Roughly two-thirds' of the students

interviewed, both black and white, perceived same improy6ent in,

black/whiteerelations when clueried about changes duiing particular

year or over the -course of a two- or three year time span. The ast

ma.jority of the remaining _students saw no change, with only an

occasional student feeling. that intergroup relations had deteriorated

over time. The excerpts from student interviews A:fresented below are

(-} 9
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L- quite typical.

'Interviewer: Are things different now (June between black

and white kids than they were, in'SepteMber?

Pat (black):. . . . First when they came here they were scared

and they was tight. . . They was afraid. They wouldn't talk

to nobody until people started coming over and talking' to

them. . . :Last year they didn'i know you that well. This

year they do.

Lina (whrte, responding to a& same question askacil:of Pat):

Well, I think the.kids are friendlier toward, the ena Of the-

year, I think there's been less fights and the kids are'

messing more and having fUn.

Observation of Wexler's studentt confirmed the.gradual .improvement.

in intergromup relatidns.oindicated. in the interviewe. 'Most noticeable

was a decrease in the amount of avidance of mebbers of the' 'other race',- -

...

on the part of White children. This avOidAnce took two forms, physicil"
. . ,.

.
.

..

avoidance and 4 more,subile psychological dloidance wtiich amobnted, to

completely ignoring the presence or behavior of a peer of the other

race. Examples ofPb h applar beXow. *

Today the ,clas i the. movie,' Conrack,4 on the

closed-circuit television Two whiie girls, tinda and

Margie, have been seated on a shelf inside 'a cabiKt-type.

piece of furniture all period' so far (about 25 minutes]. -T110. .

,

*.-cabinet is near the ddor, ae far from the TV screerv'.j(as

lik,
.z,... -

.

possible. It has no adors.of the shelf cail serVe as a seat
i

16 ,
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and the sides of the,cabinet come Uut around the seats to-make

a rather .private and protected cubby hole. Linda and Margie

have been playing little hand ga4es or just talking quietly.

Rob (a large black child) wandere over to the cabinet and

takes a seat. The girls imdediatelt vacate their places and

move t)c the floor% nearby although there was roam for .three

children in the cabinet if they had been willing to sit close

to each other. . . . Margie has taken a. very unusual

/
position. . . sitting.on the floor in a corner space which

is about two feet square. . . . She certainly looks very

;t

isolated Her earlier perch was. . considerably sore

comfortabie and clearly had a better view of both the TV and

the classroom

Martin, who is black, geta.up and crosses the room, to the

pencil sharpener. -He passes behind Tim, whb is also black,
,

and makes an X on the, back'of Tim's shirt with his pencil.,

Tim turns, frowns and checks his shirt to see if the other

fellow has actually written on it. He looks slightly angrY.

As Martin continues toward the pencil sharpener, he passes
4

behind boy, and doee the same thing to him that

just finished doing to Tim. Rex doesn't even turn his

head. He continues sitting in his rather slouched position

and ignores Tim who clearly wants to get a little bit of

mischief going.

0 ii'
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Some children felt avoidance oftoUtgroup members made sense because

blacks and whites had little in common. OtherS hesitated to approach or

respond to others, even when there was no obvious reason not to, because

they feared a negative reaction.

, Lemke (white): The black kids and the white kids don't really

associate with each other. . . . Like I -try.to ignore the

blacks.

interviewer: Why do you do that?
A !

Laura: Well, they ignore me too. . . . We don't really

associate. . . . There's nothipg really we have in

common. . . . The black kids are talking about their Iowa

things:.

Towards the end of their first year at -Wexler and 'during their

second year, students began to be somewhat more willing to initiate and

accept.friefdly contact with members,of the other raCe. A study of

seating patterns in the school cafeteria illustrates both the extent of

the actual avoidance and the fact that modest change did occur over time.

(Schofield & Sagar, 1977). Seating patterns in the cafeteria were

mapped roughly once a week fOr two years. On a typical day,, when ,thd

seating poSitions of the .approximately 200 students in the cafeteria

during any particular lunch were recorded,lewer than ten of them sat

next to someone of the other race. The nubeaç students sitting next

to racial out-group members did inciease over time in a statistically

significant way, although the absolute nUmher-af students whose behavior

.changed was small. For example, on the first day of the study' in she

seventh grade lunch period, there were only fOur cases in which black'

and white students sat next to each other. At he end of that semester
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on the Last 'day of data g thering twelve such cases were found.

Although the number of such cases did triple over time, there were still
*.

only about one-fifth as many as would-be expected if the students chose

seatmates without regard to race.

, As indicated above then, and as discussed tn considerably more

detail elseLhere (Schofield, 1982), interracial, behavior did become

considerably more accepting as students progressed through Wexler. The

fear and tension which led to avoidance during the first months

gradually disappgared and was replaced by the generally casual and

friendly classroom behavior illustrated in the field notes presented

below:

Mr. Cousins (White) is walking around the room checking

students work. . . At Table 2, Jeff (white) and Henry:

(black) are still acting playfully. They occasionally

whisper, do some talking, show each other their papers and all

of a sudden they have given '1.he "gimmie five" handshake to

each other. They lean very close together as they continue to

whisper and giggle.

/

*x.,,

Today in Ms. Hopkins' (black). 'class, there will be a

speaker. . . . Two girls; a t 11 black child long haired

white ane, who came up to thi room together from their last

class' are talking and holding haAds.

Wexler's students were well aware of the change in the white students'''

behavior.

Interviewer: Do white kids act differently to blacks now than

when they first came?

'41 1 3
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Stacy (black): Yes, they didn't want to be around blacks. ,I

guess they. . eves prejudiced or something, too cute for

the blacks. But now they are nice you kaow. They are friends

with mostly everybody.

Margaret (white, responding to same question aaStacy): Yeah,

they have adjusted to them. I mean before they hardly saw

then,.now they work with them and everything like that.

Strengthening of negative racial stereotypes. As is the case i.

many desegregated schools, Wexler's white students both came fram more

affluent backgrounds than did the blatk students and, on the average,

outperformed their black peers in the classroom. This situation set the

stage for the creation and the strengthening of negative racial

stereotypes, especially on the part of whites. Indeed, whereas as

indicated above, most children perceived a positive change in whites'

intergroup behavior, a great many perceived either no change in. their

Intergroup attitudes or a strengthening of negative stireotypes.

Interviewer: Do you think that being in a school like Wexler

has changed white'kidit' ideas about blacks?

Mary (white): It changed mine. I It made me prejudiced

really. . . . You know, it is just so obvious that the whites

are snarter.thaa blatks. my mother keeps telling me its

socioeconomic background, that the blacks is Avon (an affluent

integrated section of the city) are nice people. But, I keep
4

tlanking every time I see a black person, "Stay away from me."

The blacks are the ones who dame down the halls with rubber

bands and shoot them at you.

14
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In addition to believing that whites were more intelligent than

'blacks, children. at Wexler also saw whites as more rule-abiding and less

aggressive'as suggested by the excerpts from the interview with Mary

presented just above. The sentence-completion responses of a white

_sixth grader also illustrate the contrast between the image of blacks

and whitda7at Wexlet.

Martin (white): A lot of people think that, black kids are

mean,or vandalize. A lot of people think that white kids are

hard workers:

Whites, in contrast to blacks, were seen as being good'both academically

and otherwise sometimes eyen too good for other children's tastes.

Harry, (white): A lot of people think that white kids are

goody goody, two-shoes.

paryl, (black): A lot of people think that .white kids are

smart.

. Although it is undeniable that many white students- entered Wexler

believing that, blacks were tougher than,whites,'again and agalkhey

asserted in interiiews and indicated in conversation with peers that

this image was strengthened by their experiences there. One of the most

striking examples of this was the boy who told 'his. father, "1 -know

you're notigoing to like this, but I've become a raCist because of going

to Wexler." The strength of the association at Wexler between being

black and being tough is well illustrated by the responses of eighty

sixth-grade boys, forty black and forty white, to a sentence-completion

task. Embedded in a wide variety of gther sentence fragments about life

at Wexler were phrases like "Most of the black kids in the

school... . ." Over one-half of both the black and white boys completed

15
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these questions in a way which emphasized the physical toughness- and

aggressiveneds of blacks (Sager, 1979). Typical responses appear below:,

Tom (white): A lot of people think that black kids fight too

much. A lot of people think that white kids aren't strong

'enough.

The association between toughness and blacks was strong among the

girls too, although perhaps not as marked as among boys.

Donna (black): The white girlsare scared of the black girls.

Interviewer: Why do yo think that is?

'Donna: They (black girls] just like to bully.

Interviewer: Do they bully other black girls?

Donna: Those who let them Most of the time white

girls. . . .can't defend themselves as well as a black girl

can.

Given the clear link between social class and emphasis on physical

toughness for both whites and blacks, such differences are not too

surprising (Folh 1973; Miller 1968). Yet, as in the case of acadeMic

achievement, students tended to see race, rather than social class, as

the causal variable.

In summary, at Wexler whiteness became associated with success in

the most fundamental role of children in the school situation -- that of

the student. c4hite children accepted readily being part of a group tha

performed well in' the student roles. But the more whites worked at

achiev., academically and obeying school rules by avoiding 6ugh nd

tumble or aggressive behavior, the more traditional racial stereotypes

were reinforced -in both their own minds and those of many ok their black

1.6
4
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peers.

Reconcifing the seeming contradiction. The 'conclusion that whites

became more willing to interact with blacks as they spent time at Wexler

may at first.seem inconsistent with the.conclusion that the achievement

gap between blacks and whites and somewhat different behavioral styles -

tended to reinforce negative racial stereotypes. Indeed, answers to

specific questi,ons about the ways in which being at Wexler had chaziged

white,children's ideas about blacks suggested as indicated previously

that the white children, in general, perceived little or no positive

change in this area and that many even said that their ideas about

blacks had become less positive over time.

Obviously., then, the question that arises is why most whites tiecame

more Willing to interact with blacks as they progressed through Wexler

even though their assessment of what blacks were like showed little if

any positive change and in- same cases became quite negative. One

possible key to this rather perplexing phenomenon was that although

whites' ideas ahout what blacks were like changed little, if at all,' for

the better, the white children did become somewhat less automatically

and immediately afraid of blacks and thus more willing to interact with,

them. For example, student responses to the question, "How often do you

.think kids here feel afraid of other kids here?" showed a marked and

statistically signifpant change over time. The first time White

students were asked this question their average answer was just above

the point on the response continuum provided which was labeled "Most Of

the time." Ohe year later, when they were eighth graders, their average
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response fell just above the point on the continuum which was labelled,

"Sometimes." Since this diminution of fear was an important outcome tar

thd white- students and appeared to significantly influence their

behavior, I will discuss the factors which seemed to lead to it.

A great many students, black and white, initially felt nervous and

apprehensive about attending Wexler. However, the basis of same of

their fears was different. First, in contrast to black children, white

children were quite obviously made apprehensive by the novelty of an

environment which included large numbers of people of another race.

This sense of being overwhelmed by the sheer number of black peers came

up again and again in interviews as .7111.te students used phrases like, "I

never saw so many blacks in one place before" and "walltowall blacks."

Maureen (white): White people, when they got here, probably

though, "There is so many black people here in one place!" It

really surprised them.

Part of the decline in white children's fears may have been due: to

something as simple as getting used to an environment which contained a'

large number of black students.

Iiterviewer: Do white kids act any differently taward blacks

than they did when you first came to Wexler?.

Bob (white): Uh huh. When,we came here the first. year (we)

didn't know what it was like io 'be with people that are

different. So there probably was a little fear .involved for

both, but now . . . . it's a lot different. Now you are used

to it.
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Several other factors also seemed to be important in leading to a

decline in the whites' level of fear and of the decreasing impact of

such fear on.intergroup relations. First, many white studetns developed

techniques for reducing or handling their fear. Often white children

initially responded to perceived danger or threat of danger with

withdrawal or submission, which were ultimately not very effective.

However, with time, a sizable proportion developed or took advantage of

more effective techniques, at least occasionally. For example, one

group of white boys' formed a club, the Mice, which seemed to give its

members an increased sense of security since one of its purposes was

protection of its members. Numerous students, white and black, took

advantage of the seventh grade stude* council to try to find solutions

to some of the problems which created fear and resentment. For example,

the .student council appointed some of its members to serve as hall and

lunchroom monitors to help prevent aggressive behaviors in these

settings. The effectiveness of this monitoring effort was made clear

when the student council's vicepresident, a black child named Bill, was

reported to the group for his disruptive behavior. After discussing

Bill's misconduct, the student council voted to'place him on probation

for two weeks and to rimove.him froth office if Ids behavior did not

improve by the.end of that time. 'The students' thus applied sanctions

for behavior that violated group norms, such at the often expressed idea

that student council members should set a good example for others. In

this way the council helped to control negative.behaviors which were

aversive .to most children-and potentially harmful to relations between

blacks and whites.

1 4



Some ahite students managed to overcome their initiai trepidation

well enough to stick up for themselves when necessary.

Interviewer: Do white kids seem to act any differently toward

. blacks now than they did when they first came to Wexler?

Betty (white): I gOt involved in a few things that I didn't

like. Then I learned to stick up for myself There was'.

a cotiple of black girls that tried to force me to fight this

other one. didn't know what to do. .% I got in '
-

trouble. . . . The teachers, the first year I came to Wexler,
A

were really afraid of black people.

Interviewer: Do'you think that black kids act any differently

to whites now than they did when you first came here?
-

Betty: I think when they first came they had a pre-sat idea

of white people's behavior.. When they got here they learned

that not all of the white kids are going to roll ovtr and play

dead when they say "boo."

Same students., like Betty, learned fram their own experiences the value

of Standing up for themselves. Others found, generally to their

surprise, that black classmates who were friends ght help defend them
4

against other black students who caused them trouble.

Another method for reducing fear,which many white students employed

was to avoid as far as possible those places or behaviors which were

aSsociated with intlkidation by other students. Chief among the places

to .be avoided were the bathrooms and other basically unsupervised areas.

Some white studetns were annoyed or frightened in the bathrooms by black

students who teased or taunted them. 'Others, who had few or no such

negative experiences, still felt uncomfortable and fearful there since

20
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adult supervision wad virtually non-existent and black students who cut

class to smoke or gossip with friends foundthe bathrooms a convenient

meeting place.

Other students learned that one way to avoid trouble was to be

especially careful about gossiping or making derogatory remarks about'

out-group members. Although fights about gossip were quite frequent

among girls even when both parties involved were of the sanie race, the

black children's concerns about rejectibn and ridicule from whites made

them especially sensitive to criticism by White peers. Some whites

recognized this and learned how to avoid confrontations atemming from

it.

One final factor Which made possible the situltanemis reduction ,in

'fear and maintenance or buttressing of stereotypes about black

aggression was the growing ability of :white children at, Wexler to

differentiate between individual blacks. On the one hand, as discussed

5

in detail elsewhere (Sager & Schofield, 1980; Sdhofield, 1982), whites

clearly believed that blacks as a group were tougher and.more assertive

than whites. On the other hand, they built up a lot'of experience with'

individual black classmates who were not"at all -aggressive. Indeed,

experiences like the student council ditcussions of discipline problems

Jet them see that many of their black classmates were as distUrbed as

they were.by aggressive behavior. Thus, at.the same timewhite children

came to see diffetences in "average" levels of aggression,in their black

and White peers, they also learned through experience that many of their

black classmates were unlikely to be 'any special threat to them and

deplored the behavior of the rowdier students. A black eighth grader

21
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talked to an inxerAewer about white students' reactions to.di'fferent

tYpes of behavior on the pa'rt of black students.

Interviewer: Some pedple say that black and white studepts,in

a school like Wexler get to,kow each other real.quickly and

easily. _Others say that this isn't always so. What do you

think?

Jonice (black): Well,.it all deppds on haw you act, how your ,

_

, behavior is. If you act bad or tense, the white people don't

'want to be around you; but if you act nice and quiet they

probably want, to be around you. . . . You go sit by them or

something or you just tal to them. . . . I met a lot of

white people.

The initial sense of° being overwhelmed by in "undifferentiated

group, by "walltowall blacks," gave way for many white children to a

clearer understanding that, although their black peers did share many

visible physical attributes there were important indiyidual differences

'among them. Thus, in their second and third years át Wexler, white

students seemed mudh -more likely to differentiate between individual

"black children than they were initially. 'One effect pf this increasing

differentiation among menibers of the racial outgroup was that the

students seemed to enga:ke in less intergroup behavior and more
el

interprsonal behavior. ,In other words, the,children began to reato

one another more 'as individuals and less as membeis of racial ingroups

oi Qutrgroups. Racial group membership .certainly did not became
- .-

irrelevant or go unnoticed.as students got'to know each other. Rather,

it became one of many salient individual attributes instead of remaining

. a characteristic of such averwhelming importance that it often virtually

92
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determined beHavior. The following excerpt from and interview with a

white boy in the spring of his second'year at Wexler illustrates this

differentiation.

Interviewer: Do you think black kids have any trouble knowing
. .

how to

/
a 1 kit -toward white ds when they ale in a sChool.like

/
,

Wexler?.

Sandy, (white): They might. some of the black kids think of

white ktds as enemies instead of normal people. It depends on

the' person. '"

Thus, even students who continued to deal with their fears by

had the. cpportunity to learn that general avoidance of all

unnecessarY.

o

avoidance

bladks was

9

: 1 t
I o

Proposition II: Blackaid Whiti Students May Have Quite'DiffereAt.
rk

Perceptions of Both ihe Extent of Change ia Intergroup Relatt4s and the

Actual State of Such Relattons

3010F

As discusqed earlier, most blacks and 4hites agreed thaF intergroup

relaiions in geteral iMproved over timanci that ,white students'

behavior towards blacks-became mOre accepting.. There wai, however, some

disagreement over whether. blacks' behavior: towards whites ciaanged.

Although whites generally reported ap improvement in intergroup

relatiOns and saw ways in which their own behamior toward black

classmates had become more positive, they were razely able to specify

ways in which black children's behavior toward whites had changed.

Instead, to the extent that there wqs any consistency in their responses

to questions about this topic, they felt that even after spending two or

more years at Wexler black dhildren still .behaved' tot rowdily or

ng
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aggredsively when lipteracting with whites. .In sharp contrast, blacks,

bi-and large, crearly_perceived changes:in their own grOup's bebavior

towards whites. First, they though 'blacks had developed a greater

willingness to.eeend time with out-group members. Second, they was a

tendenv toward less aggressive behavior toward whites. Both of the

changes are reflectearin the comments of two black eighth graders.

Interviewer: Have the black.kids changed in their bevior

towrd Whites since they came to Wexier?

Geraldine (black): They be with them (whites) more ofan. si

Before they used to hit on different ones, shorter ones. Now

4 that stillpes,on but not as much as when we first came.

Ellen (black): When we first came to Wx1er, they. (blacks)

was wild. They wOuldn't even be nearvhites, You know. Now

all you see.. is b4ck people hanging wity whites a

lot: . Mostly all my friends are whites.

It is difficult to be completely sure whether the perceptions of the

black or. white ,students were more,accurate since it was, for example,

often inpossible to tell Which of two children engaged in a friandly

interracial interaction had initiated it. However, the weight of the

available data suggests that bleCk children did exhibit more friendly

behavior to whites as time went on. Their behaVior,may hellie changed

somewhat less strikingly than that of whites., but this appeared to be

mainly because they were initially less likely to exhibit the very

obvious avoidance.responses that same whites did.

A)
4
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Blacks not only perceived changes in their behavior towards whites

4

which whites did not, they'were also mpre positive about the state of .

intergroup relations in general. ,This point cAn be illustrateci by

examining Table 1 which is based on interviews with twenty students juSt

befT they graduated from Wexler. Similar interviews with thes

students and others as seventh graders yielded parallel findings, as has

another recent study of desegtdgated middle schools in Florida (Damico,

Bell-Nathaniel & Ileen, 1981).

...m..........*miNmee

insert Table 1 about here

Notetin Table 1 that blacks rated intergroup' relations at Wex1L

markedly more positively than did whites. Whereas the black students'

average answer to the query about how blacks and whites got along fell-

.

4 hear the point on the response continuum labeled 4pretty'well" (+5),

white students' a4erage response feil on the .negative Side of this'

continuum, samewhat below "just OK"(0). Also of note is the fact that

the black students' ratings of intergro4 and intragroup relations were

very miler. Whites, in contrast, saw relations between the tVb groups

as significantly worse than relations within racial grouis, black or

white. .

Although our data-do not allow a definitive explanation of these

rather puzzling differences in white and black children's assessments of

the amount of change in black children's behavior and the quality af.

i/

intergroup relations, one impottant difference in behavioral style of
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blacOdiLd white children provides a possible explanation: As discussed

previously, blacls students at Wexler '-were more.likely to engage in

rough-and-tumble play and to display a "Somewhat more aggressive personal

style than were whites. There were certainii.times when'whites were an

the receiving end of raiilbunctious or aggzessive behavior because they'
Oa,

were white. However, such instances did not appear to be a large

proportion of the interrayAl exchanges which we're frightening or

annoying to whites. It may well be that as black children came to,feel

more accepted by white peers ihe number of such'instances deelined, tFius

leading black children to see their behavior toward whites as becoming

more ppsitiye and intergroup relations as being quite good. Whites,

however, who .were still on the receiving end of many behaviors which

were threatening.to them, may have interpreted such Tilts , as attacks
; -

linked to their race, 4ot fully recognizing the extent to which many

blacks interacted in a similar style with peers of their own race.

Such a misperception could stem fram a combination of' factors.

First, it seems reasonable to argue,that white students paid closer

attention to blacke behavior toward whites .than toward' other blacks

since the former was of more immediate relevance to white students

Rancerned and apprthensive about how blacks would act toward them. Such
,

a focusing of attention might mean that white children were not fully

awart of the extent to which the behaviors they perceived as indicative

IA( hostile intergroup 'ielations were, in actuality, no different from

the behaviors that some of their black classmates frequently directed

A , .

toward each other. An exper1mentd1 study conducted at Wexler *resulted

in a finding which may explain some of the differences in the te at

which black and white children engaged in certain behavior which could

404. !)6
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be interpreted as hostile in intent. Specifically, white boys perceived

some fai4y cammon school and classroom behaviors, such as taking

someone's pencil without pe, ission, as more mean and threatening and

less playful and friendly thad did their black classMates (Sager &

Schofield, 1980). To the extent that black and white children perceived

the implications of such behaviors in rather different ways, they would

naturally come to different conclusions,about just how .positive peer

relations were. la addition, the very fact that a particular behavior

was directed from a- black to a white- may have affected its

interpretation and made it seem more threatealing than it would have been

otherwise. .EXperimental work by Duncan (1976) demonstrates the reality

of such a phenomenon. Its occurrence at Wexler is suggestd by incidents'
A

such as ane in which a white girl was frightened enough to cry when a

black girt 3ust touched her hair. Mutual grooming of hair between girls

of the same race at Wexler was frequent and rarely if ever occasioned

upset.

Proposition III: The Niture of Intergroup Behavior is Markedly ,

Influenced la Specific-Situational Factors

Nearly four decades ago, Allport (1954) in asing his dontact

hupothesis argRO that the nature of the particulai situation in which

outgroup members encountei each other can significa-ntly influence the

course of- intergroup relations. Allport's emphasis and that of later

sdholars who fqr,ther developed his work, such as Pettigrew, however, was

on the imy id which situational factors influence relatively basic

racial attitudes and behavior patterns. Thus, for example, in a study--!
-

typical in many ways .of work deriving from Allpores, Cook (1578)
4.
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explored the question of whether experience in a carefully structuied

biracial situation lasting over the period of several weeks had any

impact on racial attitudes measured a number of monthSlater.

The results of the study to be reported in this section of the

paper suggest that relations betwegn blacks and whites are reasonably

responsive to the'specific conditions under which contact oCCurs. Thus,_

in a general way, they support the basic assumption on which Allport's

contact hypothesis rests. Yet they go beyond this in emphasizing the

extent 5to which individuals with a given set of racial attitudes will

act very differently toward racial out-group members literally from hour

to hour depending an the structure of the contact situation.

The inimediately,preceding sections of this paper have discussed

hanges over time in the intergroup behavior and attitudes of black and

)1ite children.. Even more striking to an observer at Wexler were the

variations in black/white relations In different settings within the

school. For example, the impact of.various instructional decisions made

by the teachers on the amount and type of intergroup interaction in

academic classes has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Schofield,

1982; Schofield & Sagas, 1979). Furthermore, students tended to feel

that certain types of claises'were more conducive to positive relations

than, others--that is that it was easier to get along in classes-

involving certain types of subject matter. Siecifically, many black

students felt that race had more of'a negative impact on peer relations

in academic classes than in other settings like art or gym.

Interviewer: Do black and.white kids seem'to get along better

some times than others here at Welier? .. . .

9 8
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Debbie (black): Gym,. . . and . . art . . 'cause

that's d fun class; but in math and reading they don't get

along becaust it's a white persOn and you are colored. But in

art or something, a fun class, you get along.

Interviewer: Oh, I see, so color.becomes a difference more in

certain types of classes.

Debbie: Yes.

Although this issue was not investigated closely enough to warrant

any firm conclusions, it is hardly surprising that the classes which

were most frequently nominated as likely to minimize an awareness *.of

race were non-academic classes in which the status differential between

whites and blacks stemming from different average levels..of academic

achievement was less salient than usual.

Two specific examples of the extent to which situational factors

influence inter oup ,behavior will be discussed in some detailito

illustrate the ge ral point. The first example concerns factors which

discouraged negative behavior; the second foctises on factors which

encouraged positive behavior.

Overt problems between black and white students at. Wexler took

place in areas which wire not constantly or effectively supervised by

adults, in clear disproportion to the amount of time the students spent

in such settings. This fact reflects nothing unique about black/white

relations since fights, extortion and other types of hassling between ,

members of the same race were also widely acknowledged to be,most

frequent in largely unsupervised places like the iallways, stairwells,

cafeteria and bathrooms. Rather, it merely reflects two other facts.
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First, the norms for deportment were somewhat different in the ,

classrooms than elsewhere. Second, and not surprisingly, when adults

were not around to enforce rules inhibiting roughandtumble behavior

such behavior was more frequent than otherwise. Aa example of the sort

.of incident which was much more likely to occur in unsupervised areas

than in Wexler's classrooms is presented below.

Mike, a tall black seventhgrader, has cornered Ann, a short

white girl. . ,lae keeps her in front of him with one

arm across her chest and his other arm clasping her 1= behind

her back. She squirms but cannot get away. . . Mike

'says "You better tell mei" and Ann replies, "I don't know. I

told you! Ask tarold." As Jim, (white) passes by eating from

a box of candy Mike says to him, "You better give me one." Jim

turns and without smiling or saying anything gives him-a piece

of candy. Mike and AnDC'are now close to the classroom door.

When they reach 'it, Mike lets go and Ann immediately heads

towards a table It which three other white girls ire sitting.

,

!111

,-

though incidents causing obvious tostil/i.ty between'black and

white children were more common in unsupervised areas than they Were in

dlassrooms, white students frequently suggested that relations between

black and white students were also affected by the extent to which

teachers were able to keep order in their classrooms.

Interviewer: Do black and white kids get along better in

classes with certain teachers than with others? Ella (white):

Yea. The more strict teachers. Mike (white, re'sponding to

the same question asked of Ella): Yeah. A lot depends on the
A

teacher, how well the teacher can control the class. Mainly
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the kids that jag around may be black. . . . Interviewer:

When you say "jag around" what do you mean? Mike: Don't

listen, start wrestling or stuff.

Black students generally did dot mention classroom supervisiOn or

discipline as important to positive intergroup relations, perhaps

because many -of them perceived "jagging around" as good fun, to 'be

shared with blacks and with whites, if they were not too "goodygoody."

Daneile <black): It ain't fun with arl .them white people.

F

They don't like to do nothing." . . (They] don't act bad.

They're goodygoody. (I'd like more blacks here], the Ones

that don't start trouble, (don't]'start fights, call you names

or throw stuff at you.

Stric supervision prevented some types of problems between whites

and blacks by minimizing the sort of highspirited, roWd5i, or eyen

aggressive behavior which worried so many children but which seemed

especially threatening to whites. Although it undoubtedly minimized

negative interactions, such supervision, in and of itself, did little to

encourage positive relations between black and white children. Many of

the situations which fostered high .rates of comfortable, friendly

inteiaction between Whites and_blacks required or strongly encouraged

tooperation. ThijconcluSion is not unexpected in.-light of the research

and theory on the impact o cooperation on intergroup relations which

has aCcumulated during the past decade (Sharan, 1980; Slavin, 1980).

More surprising, however, was the fact that quite a number of stUdents

seemed well.aware of this link. For example, about onethird of the

students who were inteAtierd about whether black and white children got

e'
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along better some times than others spontaneously and specifically

mentioned teamwork or cooperation, in sports or on academic tasks, aa

producing,positive relations. Allen's camments below were unusually

explicit but very much in the spirit of those.of many of his claesmates.

Interviewer: Does it seem like black and white kids get along

better same times than others? For example, in a particular

class or in particular areas Of the school?

Alan (white):, They get along better in gym, because they are

on -the same team and they cooperate together and they are

working as a group.

Although sports and other play activities were mentioned frequently

as leading to positive intergroup relations, especially by the boys,

cooperating on academic activities was also singled out by some students

as a contributing factor.

Interviewer: Do black and white kids seem to get along better

at same . . times more than others here at Wexler?

Ellen (white).: Yes . . .. when we're not really working. I

meaa,,we're.working but we can get into groups. . . . They

get put into groups:together and they work with them.

If. theY have to work inl classes in groups they get along

better,-and when they're in gym they get along*better.

The impact of policies which encouraged academic cooperation

.

between children Natl.-apparent ebo.' the eye, in spite of the fact that

.differences in averag achievement levels sometimes caused difficulties

petWeen black and white children. .For example, in one classroom in

which integrated groups of 'five or six children were assigned to sit at .
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round tables the initial strong tendency for blacks to sit on one side

of the table and for whites to sit on the other gradually gave way to a

more mixed pattern as the children got to know each other:, By the ehd

of the year, friendly social interaction such as that described in the

field notes eXcerpted below was commonplace.

[Jack, who is white, is collecting papers, for Mt. Littl.e.]

:When he gets to Norman (black) the two of them start

Norman takee a pencil and holds it between the index fingers

of his two hands;, Jack then gets ready to dislodge the pencil

by hitting it very hard with 'the pencil that he holds in his

hand. They have done this once and are preparing to do it a

second time when Mt. Little walks by. As they catch sight of

him coming, both of them pretend that they are not engaged in

this playing beb.avior. Norman takes the pencil and grasps it

in one hand as though he is going to write.

.Such Marked shifts in seating and other behavior patterns were .not

characteristic of classrooms which were organized in ways that did not

encourage interracial contact and cooperation.

Piscussion and Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to present three propositions ibout

the nature . of intergroup relations' in desegregated schools. Although

none of these propositions are truly startling, each has important

implications which are frequently overlooked by both researchers and

practitioners.

.33
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The first proposition, Which contends that intergroup Vehaviors may

became tore aceepting at the same time that negative racial stereotypes

are reinforced, has obvious methodological implications for researchers

'interested in assessing the impact ,of racially-mixed schooling on

intergroup relatiOns. Specifically, it suggests the necessity of

multiple measures of intergroup relations, including both attitudinal

and behavioral measures, if the research is to give any 'reasonably full

picture of what changes are occurring.

If the conclusion that behavior directed toward out-group members

10,

became more posittve .in spite of the reinforcement of negative

stereotypes because of the students' growing propensity to perceive each

other as individuals rather than merely as members of an

undifferentiited outgroup is correct, educators might find it useful to

adopt policies and practices which facilitate interpersonal as opposed

to intergroup relations between members of different racial or ethnic

groups. A wide variety of mectianisms to accomplish this goal are

available. Choice between meChanisms would depend on many factors such

as the age of the students and the degree of negativity of their-

attitudes, Specific programs and practices at Wexler which seemed to

encourage students to come to knoW each other as individuals ra ed from
. --*

the in-school clubs to ihe use in classrOoms of small round eables

rather than individual chairs:with writing armS (Schofield, 1982).

Prior research'has not highlighted ehe possibility of asymmetry in

black and white students' evaluations of intergroup relations which is

hypothesized in proposition42; but there is reason. to suppose that this

phenomenon is tot unique'p Wexler. For example, one recent tudy found

34 .
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that whereas black children rated black and white peers whom they

considered close friends very similarly On a variety of personality

dimensions, white children,,in contrast, rated their close fripnds 'who

were white more positively than close friends who were black (Damico,

BellNethaniel & Green 1982). Thus, the statement that one has a close

friend of the other race appears to mean something rather different to

white and black children. The implications of such asymmetries may be

of more direct relevance to researchers than to educational

practitioners. Specifically, tliis finding suggests numerous intereeting

theoretical possibilities such as the idea that black and White students

may focus on different areas of intergroup relations or have difierint

. standards for evaluating such relations. More generally, it raises

issues of how one measures such relations. Althbugh these asymmetries

in perception may be of greater interest to researchers than'to

eductors, the existence of such asymmetries does point out the basic

fallacy of the colorblind perspective which many educators.at Wexler

(Schofield, 1982) and elsewhere (Rist, 1974; . Sager & Schofield, in

press a) see as so desirable. If,students' experiences and perceptions
9

really are substantially influenced by their race as this research so

strongly suggests, then ignoring this fact can'lead to problems. Per

exaMple, educators who believe-they understand phe nature of intergroup
-0

;

relations after talking primarily with students of'one race may be

oblivioUs to problems which seem very real to members of the other group

or take inappropriate action to deal with perceived problems
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Intergroup behavior clearly changed at Wexler over time so that

students were more accepting of out-group memliers after spending a year

or two there than they had been initially. More 'marked, though, than

the relatively small changes in intergroup behavior which occurred over

time.were the rather striking changes in intergroup behavior from

setting to setting at any given time which,gave rise to proposition 3:

Such changes are evidence of marked malleability in intergroup relations

and suigest that more attention should be paid to the ways in which

specific situational factors influence them.

This.research suggests that children with a 'given set of racial

attitudes will act very differently toward racial out-group members

depending on the structure of the contact situation. Indeed, certain

#ituational factors, such as effective adult supervision and practices

which fostered cooperation, had a clear enough impact on relations

between blacks and whites so that the students were quite aware of their

effect. Thus, proposition 3'suggests that educators must recognize that

the decisions they make.about classroom structure and process are not

, 0

neutral in theii- impact, but rather set a contextwhich molds intergroup

relations. Even teachers who have little interest in affecting peer

relations nonetheless are likely to do so unWittingly. For this reason,

teachers and administrators aannotattribute the state of black/white

relations in their classrooms or schools solely to students'

predispositions or attitudes but must recognize the role that they play

in structuring such relations.
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SOcial psychologists and other researchers interested in intergroup

relations are certainly kar from unaware that situational factors

influence intergroup behavior. The.extensive work on the impact of.

cooperative and competitive ehvironments on sacial relations between

members of different groups is clear evidence of ,this (Aronson,

Bridgeman & Geffner, 1978; Sharan, 1980; Sherif, 1967; Slavin, 1980).

Yet compared tO the rich literattire on intergroup attitudes, there has

been relatively little attention paid to intergroup behavior, and

especially to the wide range of situational factors likely to influence

such -behavior. My argument is -not that racial attitudes are

unimportant. It is, however, that intergroup behavior and the factors

influencing it have received less attentiaa.than they deserve since SUch

behavior is reasonably malleable and is important both in its own right

and as a mediating variable Which may ia the long run lead to attitude

change. Furthermore, the findings of this study relating to situational

influence on intergroup behavior suggest strongly that researchers need

to take coinizance of the fact that their assessment of the state of

intergroup relations in a ,particular school may be importantly

influenced by the pareicular types of activities which have been
4

observed. To illustrate this point, it is worth noting that the

observational studies Which have ,assessed ineexgroup relations in

settings like school cafeterias or,hallways (Schofield & Sagar, 1977;

Silverman & Shaw, 1973) have ,tended as a group to conclude that

resegregation is a much more pervasive phenomenon than have studies,of

classroom behavior (Sagar & Schofield, in press b; Schofield & Francis,

1982; Singleton & Asher, 1977). Yet rarely do these studids point out

to the reader the extent to which their conclusions may have been

37
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Table 1

Student Perceptions of Peet Relations'
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^

Question, Respondent's Race

1. How well do you think white kids get along with

other whites?

2. Haw well do you think black kids get along with

other blacks?

3. How well do you think white And black -kids get

along?

White Black .

6.1 5.6

6.8 4.1

-1. 2 4,0*'

4

H. (

* A 2,52 fnslysis of variance wai P erformed to explore the impact Of race'apd sex

an responses to each of these three questions. The only effect which even apprpached

statistical significance was-à main effect for race an qpfistion 3, F (1, 17) = 13.41,

. Z.< .005. Possible responses rimed along a 21 point continuum from very paorly (-10)

to very well (+10). -
,


